The Beatles
Paul Shipton
Original | British English
The year was 1963, and Beatlemania was only just beginning. Soon the Beatles had fans all around the world. For the rest of the 1960s their music led the way and they changed modern music forever. This book tells the story of the greatest band in the world from the early days in Liverpool to the Beatles’ music in the world today.

Book: 978 1 4058 8175 3 / 56 pages
Audio CD Pack: 978 1 4058 7887 6

Five One-Act Plays
Donn Byrne
Original | British English
Has Mrs Brown killed Granny on the beach? Why does Mrs Hill want to leave her husband? Who wants to steal the Professor’s invention? And what is little Johnny trying to say? Discover the answers when you read the plays in this book. They are plays about ordinary people and the unusual, often funny, things that happen to them.

Book: 978 1 4058 8182 1 / 56 pages
Audio CD Pack: 978 1 4058 7901 9

Grey Owl
Vicky Shipton
Original | American English
In the 1930s Grey Owl was the most famous North American Indian in the world. He wanted to save his land, its forests and animals. He wanted to change the world. He also had a very strange secret. This book tells his true story.

Book: 978 1 4058 8185 2 / 56 pages
Audio CD Pack: 978 1 4058 7906 4

Food for Thought
Pauline Francis
Original | British English
Farm work isn’t Joe’s idea of holiday fun. He wanted to spend the summer surfing. But when he finds himself in the middle of a disagreement about GM (genetically-modified) crop trials, life becomes more interesting. He also meets two very different girls. But what do they really want from him?

Book: 978 1 4058 8183 8 / 48 pages
Audio CD Pack: 978 1 4058 7902 6

A History of Britain
Fiona Beddall
Original | British English
Britain is a small country but it has a long history. Two thousand years ago it was part of the Roman Empire. In the 1930s the British Empire was the biggest empire in world history.

Discover how wars, revolutions and religion have changed its history. Read about the different countries of the United Kingdom — and the great men and women who have shaped the British nation.

Book: 978 1 4058 8178 6 / 64 pages
Audio CD Pack: 978 1 4058 7908 8
Who are the British?

England is a small country. But what do they really think of it? Do they like it? Do they want to leave? Do they love their history?

The Climb

John Escott

A mysterious stranger has come to the island where Costas lives. Why is the man there, and why is he looking at Eagle’s Rock? Costas wants to be the first person to climb the dangerous rock. But will the stranger climb it first?

Dangerous Game

William Harris

For a number of years, William plays a game with a ghost before he goes to sleep. The ghost is a poltergeist that William calls ‘Poldy’. At the beginning William and Poldy play a friendly game every night, but then the game begins to change. It becomes a dangerous game. Who will win?

The Fugitive*

J M Dillard

Why did a man with one arm go into Dr Richard Kimble’s house and murder his wife? The police think Kimble did it. Kimble is wrongly put in prison but escapes. He wants one thing—to find the killer. Detective Gerard is searching for Kimble and is very close behind.

Ghost in the Guitar

Paul Shipton

Katy and her boyfriend Tom are happy in their band, Steel City. But then Tom gets a new guitar and the trouble begins. Suddenly he can play very well, but he seems to be a different person. Why is he always so angry? When Katy discovers the secret of the guitar she is very afraid. Can she save her boyfriend’s life?

How to be an Alien

George Mikes

This is the funniest book that you will read about English people!

K’s First Case

L G Alexander

Kaznina Kirby is a detective. People call her ‘K’. There has been a murder in a big country house. ‘K’ knows that one of five people murdered Sir Michael Gray. Who did it? How? Why? This is a detective story with a difference: ‘K’ needs your help with her case.

How do you know when you are drinking too much?

Are you drinking too much or not drinking enough? If you are drinking too much then you are probably on the way to becoming a binge drinker. If you are not drinking enough then you are probably getting drunk.

What are the effects of drinking too much or not drinking enough?

Drinking too much can have serious effects on your health. It can cause liver damage, brain damage, and even death. It can also lead to other problems such as alcoholism and depression.

Not drinking enough can also have serious effects on your health. It can cause dehydration, heat exhaustion, and even heat stroke. It can also lead to other problems such as hypothermia and frostbite.

So, what should you do if you think you are drinking too much or not drinking enough?

If you think you are drinking too much, then you should consider cutting down on your alcohol intake. This can be difficult, but it is important for your health. You should also try to find alternative ways to cope with stress, such as exercising or talking to someone.

If you think you are not drinking enough, then you should try to increase your water intake. This can be difficult, but it is important for your health. You should also try to find ways to stay hydrated, such as drinking water before meals or carrying a water bottle with you.

In summary, drinking too much or not drinking enough can have serious effects on your health. It is important to be aware of these effects and to take steps to prevent them. You can do this by cutting down on your alcohol intake if you think you are drinking too much, and by increasing your water intake if you think you are not drinking enough.
Diana’s short life, her marriage to Prince Charles, her ‘war’ with the Royal Family and her love and hard work for sick and poor people all over the world.

Princess Diana
Cherry Gilchrist
Original | British English

Princess Diana, one of the most famous and popular women in the world – the People’s Princess. Read here about Diana’s short life, her marriage to Prince Charles, her ‘war’ with the Royal Family and her love and hard work for sick and poor people all over the world.

Book 978 1 4058 8301 9 / 56 pages
Audio CD Pack 978 1 4058 7927 9

King Lear
William Shakespeare
Classic | British English

King Lear is old but not wise. He loves the two daughters who secretly hate him. He hates the only daughter who really loves him. In time, he discovers his mistake. Has he learnt his lesson? Or will his proud and angry nature bring him even more sadness and pain?

Book 978 1 4058 9208 7 / 64 pages
Audio CD Pack 978 1 4082 0888 3

Psycho*
Robert Bloch
Contemporary | American English

Marion’s dream is coming true. She only needs a room for one more night before she can marry Sam. Driving through the night, she’s lost and tired. Then she sees the Bates Motel. She thinks she is lucky. But there, something terrible is waiting for her.

Book 978 1 4058 7689 6 / 56 pages
Audio CD Pack 978 1 4058 7928 6

The Ring
Bernard Smith
Original | British English

One day Rafael was well; the next day he was completely mad. What happened to him? The story of Rafael and his gold ring is a strange story of murder, mystery and love. Many people know part of the story, but only Rafael knows the true facts. And Rafael is mad.

Book 978 1 4058 8202 6 / 64 pages
Audio CD Pack 978 1 4058 7931 6

New

Leaving Microsoft to Change the World
John Wood
Contemporary | American English

In 1998 John Wood worked for Microsoft in Australia. Then he went on vacation to Nepal and visited a school in a Himalayan village. This changed his life. He started the charity ‘Room to Read’...

Book 978 1 4082 3171 5 / 64 pages
Audio CD Pack 978 1 4082 6129 3

My Family and Other Animals*
Gerald Durrell
Contemporary | British English

This very funny story is about an English family who go to live on the Greek island of Corfu. Gerald, the youngest boy, loves animals and insects. He brings scorpions, spiders, birds, snakes and other animals to the house, and they get into lots of trouble.

Book 978 1 4058 8196 8 / 56 pages
Audio CD Pack 978 1 4058 7922 4

Noughts and Crosses*
Malorie Blackman
Contemporary | British English

Seph and Callum are in love. But Seph is a Cross, daughter of a government minister, and Callum is a Nought. In their world, Crosses and noughts cannot be friends. Must they become enemies? Is there hope for them – and for their unhappy country?...

Book 978 1 4082 3162 3 / 64 pages
Audio CD Pack 978 1 4082 6129 3
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New
PRE-INTERMEDIATE

Internet. Read the ideas and dreams of a man in the world, Martin Luther King, who didn’t like blacks.

He started Microsoft in 1975 with a friend and for their unhappy country? He went on to change her from street-girl to lady. But what will he learn from her?

The No.1 Ladies’ Detective Agency*
Alexander McCall Smith
Contemporary / British English

Precious Ramotswe is a kind, warm-hearted and large African lady. She is also the only female private detective in Botswana. Her agency is the best in the country. With the help of her secretary, and her best friend, she solves a number of difficult problems.

Book 978 1 4058 8198 2 / 64 pages
Audio CD Pack 978 1 4058 7924 8

Stories of Survival
Fiona Beddall
Original / American English

Some people choose adventure. Others suddenly find themselves in danger in their ordinary lives. This book tells the true stories of survivors. In the Antarctica cold or the Sahara Desert heat, in the wide Atlantic Ocean or a small Rwandan bathroom, these people have known terrible suffering – but have lived.

Book 978 1 4082 2106 8 / 46 pages
Audio CD Pack 978 1 4082 3210 1
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My Fair Lady
Alan Jay Lerner
Contemporary / British English

My Fair Lady is the story of a poor young flower-seller and a professor who doesn’t like women. The professor decides to teach the flower-seller to speak better English. He wants to change her from street-girl to lady. But what will he learn from her?

Book 978 1 4058 8195 1 / 56 pages
Audio CD Pack 978 1 4058 7921 7

New York
Vicky Shipton
Original / American English

Every year, millions of tourists visit New York—the most exciting city in the world. Read about its history, its sights and its people. What makes New York “the city that never sleeps?”

Book 978 1 4058 8197 5 / 56 pages
Audio CD Pack 978 1 4058 7923 1
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Audio CD Pack 978 1 4058 8177 7 / 56 pages

Getting Janes
Audio CD Pack 978 1 4058 8545 4
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